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A cup or two of Joe each day is an excellent way to boost mood, energy and general health.
--Julian Whitaker, M. wellness food, along with interviews with medical doctors, researchers, and
coffee roasters, this intriguing book (with a jolt of past and present espresso culture) reveals
espresso types and blends, and flavored types (both regular and decaf), like chocolate, fruits,
nuts, and spices., founder of the Whitaker Wellness InstituteWake Up To The Amazing Perks Of
Coffee! Java information you didn't know." This book will help you add years to your life.
Relating to legend, an Ethiopian goat herder was the first ever to discover the energizing great
things about the coffee bean plant centuries back. Drinking freshly ground coffee from whole
beans might help lower the chance of heart disease, cancer (including breast, prostate and pores
and skin), cirrhosis, type 2 diabetes, Alzheimer's and Parkinson's disease! Coffee is the number
#1 source of antioxidants in the U.S. --Karlis Ullis, M." and coffee boasts even more antioxidants
than cocoa and tea! " Percolating with information regarding the world's favorite "new"D.
Discover why this potent elixir has gone from vice to virtue and how to incorporate coffee in
Mediterranean-style, healthful dishes like Cappuccino Biscotti, Thai Coffee Spice Chicken Sates,
Espresso Cheesecake and Maple Espresso Pudding (plus DIY espresso beverages). Also included
tend to be more than 50 home remedies that battle seasonal affective disorder to exhaustion,
plus beauty and anti-aging remedies, and eco-friendly home uses--all made with coffee's
magical beans! Coffee can relieve a host of ailments, including asthma, dental woes, gallstones,
head aches, short term memory loss, muscle pain, as well as help you slim down and shape
up!For heart, mind, and body, Cal Orey shows us why coffee is the most comforting wellness
food on earth. Two antioxidants essential to coffee's wellness buzz are chlorogenic acid and
caffeic acid;D. --Will Clower, Ph., founder and president of Mediterranean Wellness, Inc.Can
coffee be a fountain of youth? " Yes! . . diet. –, Medical Director of Sports Medicine and Anti-
Ageing Medical Group in Santa Monica, California"This book is a wake-up call to show coffee, an
emerging ancient remedy, is currently the ‘newest' health meals."D.Ann Louise Gittleman, Ph.D.
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The Healing Powers of Coffee! EASILY was only in a position to beverage one liquid besides
water, it might be coffee! "Everything You Wished to FIND OUT ABOUT Coffee.and More. It is a
big book and filled with information about the best brew. It includes the health benefits (my
own body always knew it was good for me), the various types and roasts including flavored,
cures, beauty treatments, information on where to buy coffee and it is chock filled with (not
nuts) great quality recipes. I've been a black coffee drinker but Cal offers made me curious. I
believe I'm going to need to try a few of these flavored coffees she mentioned such as for
example German Chocolate Cake! I must say i enjoyed this book. P, to sneaking sips of my Mom's
iced coffee (back the 50's, before it had been "cool"). Cal Orey has truly done it this time around
with The Healing Powers of Espresso! I'm sure this reserve will become no exception. looking
forward to reading it! Through the years I have given Orey's books as presents because we all
wish to be healthy. Coffee lovers, buy this book! Awesome book! I recommend it to all coffee
fans. Ms. Orey does a fantastic job! I absolutely liked every chapter and every page. Especially
the segment about civet espresso! Have not read this book up to now! I ordered this reserve
because I have read Cal Orey's book "The Healing Powers of Vinegar", and idea it had usefull
details and recipes. You feel hooked on all the details in her books. Too many books forward of
this one. I gave this book a 4 star due to the author and good service. I really like coffee and I
can't start the morning hours without it..I could say that I have already been one of the guilty
ones with regards to "polluting" espresso with sugar and creamers. I assume that's why I really
like this book.." I'll let you know right in advance that I have always been a tea drinker--that is,
until I read the most recent "Healing Powers" volume of Ms. It's what we choose to do with it.
She trained me an abundance of understanding with her last book, "The Curing Powers of
Honey" and "Espresso" offers been no different. I've always treasured the aroma and "romance"
of coffee--from the times as a young child, nose in the air flow, whiffing the smell of coffee
beans grinding inside our local A & Coffee must be heaven's drink of preference i simply
purchased this reserve for my kindle app. Love Espresso! As a food blogger and coffee drinker, l
was very interested to observe how coffee could improve the flavor of our meals and desserts.
Is it possible to believe world coffee creation is estimated at 100-120 million bags each year?
Are you aware of the four color/roast categories? You are feeling better, you look better and her
quality recipes are great. The average indivdual receives approximately 1299 Mg. of
antioxidants from coffee. Coffee also contains substances of which you might not be conscious,
such as: Riboflavin, Zinc, Potassium, Niacin, Thiamin, Phosphorus, Magnesium, and Calcium to
mention a few. Sounds a bit just like a daily multi-vitamin if you ask me! Coffee also contains
more fibers than orange juice! So many healthful properties to consider besides getting the
heart and brain going in the morning hours and helping you on the 3 P. emotionally, maybe even
sexually Cal Orey displays us the world of coffee. "slump" at the place of work. The amount of
healing properties because of the antioxidants is usually amazing and could help you lower your
blood circulation pressure and cholesterol readings as well as decreasing insulin in diabetes and
fighting malignancy. Coffee might not be for everyone, so please be aware that Ms. No wonder
coffee is indeed addictive; PLEASE , Don't allow animals to have coffee as it could possibly be as
toxic as chocolate. Drinking coffee much like many other beverages, including drinking water,
(eight-8 ounce eyeglasses or cups are suggested) assist you to eat less, flush poisons from your
own body as well as assist in weight loss alongside reducing fats in what you eat. The book for
coffee lovers everywhere. allergy symptoms, bone loss, colds and coughs, the flu, gout, head
aches and hot flashes (espresso could be the new "green tea extract" for menopause), pink eye,
PMS and much more--although I believe it will take greater than coffee to greatly help my



penmanship! it makes you feel good mentally, actually and emotionally. The espresso industry
could keep flourishing with more cozy, social coffee shops springing up on the horizon, the
continuation to discover interesting flavors and flavor combos and the ever-increasing ways we
can brew this magical, marvelous liquid of myth and legend. So whether you salivate for your
preferred mug filled with caffeinated or decaffeinated brew,(instant or perked--like the "blip,
blip" of the percolator), can't complete your day without a frothy Frappacchino, Cappuccino, or a
steamy Latte, or perhaps you want to improve the flavors in your food, don't experience
guilty--you will find out, with reading Ms.Coming from a huge coffee drinking family where the
pot was generally on made this a very enjoyable and informative go through. I completely
enjoyed learning so very much about coffee, and, like before with "Honey", relished the non-
public stories and reflections the Author tucks into the pages. Like Cal Orey's Books Bought
among Cal Orey's books "The Recovery Power of Vinegar" , loved it ! It's the best compendium of
everything Espresso I have yet to read. Nancy Narma THE HEALING POWERS OF COFFEE is
wealthy with great information, recipes I have been an avid coffee drinker for more than 20
years, and I love so many others have heard the conflicting reviews about how good/bad it is for
all of us. In her publication THE HEALING POWERS OF COFFEE writer Cal Orey dispels the myths
and tells us the reality: it isn't the coffee that's harmful to us. Orey's...The book also offers some
great recipes that you'll love to try as well as other techniques coffee may be used in our lives,
both to help with ailments and also to maintain looking and feeling good.This is a book that is a
valuable resource for not just coffee drinkers but folks who are searching for creative ways to
eat better, live better and discover new tips for our health and wellness. Coffee: the magical
elixir Years before We ever even dared to place this magical elixir to my lips, I'd look forward to
the familiar smell of percolated steam from the new pot of espresso my mother made each
morning in my childhood house. Whether you are sipping a cup of coffee while collected around
the breakfast desk, or seated around a crackling campfire or frequenting a lively regional
restaurant, Cal Orey's expert work of art,'The Healing Powers of Espresso,' brings back that sort
of welcomed memory therefore very distinctly. The aroma alone was some sort of Nirvana, but
after the fresh, sizzling, smooth-flavored liquid was imbibed.. In THE Recovery POWERS OF
Espresso we are given sensible alternatives that will not only provide us some flavoring to your
beverage but maintain it nutritious aswell.well, most of us would hit Seventh Heaven. This
staple was provided as part of a typical etiquette of conduct during ANY soothing conversational
time between family members, neighbors and friends.? Espresso, using its antibacterial and
antioxidant properties can help to soothe or get rid of some maladies, including; Coming from
the Seattle area to another big coffee loving country produced this book The Curing Powers of
Espresso a joy to learn.Cal goes on a all over the world trip, with understanding of coffee details,
and how coffee can heal and stop different wellness ailments. Orey's fascinating publication you
are doing something healthy! A Coffee Roaster's Publication to Love I must say this is another
great Healing Powers book by Cal. Cal Orey provides written an easy to read publication filled
with facts in a method that only Cal can perform. A best-seller forany coffee lover.! "The
Recovery Powers of Coffee" is a go-to resource long once you read it. Cal's books are chock
filled with history; present an in-depth look at health benefits and show how easy it really is to
incorporate this "magic bean" into your daily diet. How about that coffee may be the most
traded item on the planet, after petroleum? I cannot wait to add Cal's incredible quality recipes
to our family favorites along with her recommendations for a healthier diet. Guilt Gone - Thank
you Cal Orey! AWAKEN and Smell the Coffee! NOW, i feel good about this morning glass! i've
known Cal Orey on a different level for a couple months -- and i've found her to be right on



everything we've talked about.! Her research in to the health advantages of coffee is actually
astounding! I now appearance at anything the mainstream mass media or conventional doctors
have to say - do the study for yourself - or in cases like this. let Cal lead you to the truth! Enjoy!
Coffee makes you feel great mentally, physically &M. Orey suggests highly that you consult with
your physician if you have any queries concerning your possible health problems and suggests
moderation where coffee is concerned. THE WRITER provides included some scrumptious dishes,
many I am planning to try such as for example: Coffee Pork Chops, Cappuccino Cookies, Mystery
Mocha Cake, Profiteroles with Coffee Rum Sauce, Sassy Sodas and Cappuccino Blocks to flavor
your coffee. Now I wouldn't be amazed if coffee had some aphrodisiac results to make you feel
good sexually too! But, do you realize the coffee tree was first uncovered in Ethiopia? I'm
looking forward to her next "Healing Powers" volume--probably Maple Syrup this time around? I
am however anxious to learn about the recovery powers of espresso at a later date. (Answer:
Light, Moderate, Medium-Dark and Dark) Coffee is the leading source of disease-fighting
antioxidants among foods and beverages.! Orey's publication about the curing powers of
Vinegar, Honey, and Chocolate have provided me some very advice. Although I am a espresso
roaster and also have worked with espresso for quite some time, I found new information about
the best drink. As somebody in the healthindustry I've always promoted someone having a cup
or two of espresso as beneficial to the body and to the spirit, today I've the factsto proceed
behind what I've been saying. Never considered coffee as anything other than something to help
me wakeup in the morning, but discovered my cup of java heals. Her book is very extensive
chapter by chapter direct about espresso, including background, health-giving powers and many
recipes. I like the charming, conversational style how she uses to explain all the facts about
among the world's most well-known beverages that is now an operating food, too.
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